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The middle-Tertiary rhyolite ash-flow tuffs of Dry 
Valley, Nevada have an exposed total thickness of 787 feet 
(240 meters). These 1 ate-01igocene to middle-Miocene ig- 
nimbrite flows unconformably overlie early-Jurassic meta­
sediments and metavolcanics of the Peavine Sequence which 
are in turn intruded by Cretaceous Sierra granodiorite. 
Adjacent to both the Sierra Nevada Province and the Basin 
and Range Province, Dry Valley forms a graben between 
these two provinces. Early-Oligocene and post-Miocene 
faulting within Dry Valley reflects the right-1 ateral slip 
movement of the Walker Lane System.
Uranium mineralization occurs in spotty locations 
associated with carbonaceous sediments or Tertiary tuffs 
located in or near erosional unconformities. Gold mineral­
ization has been confined to a weakly mineralized sericite 
alteration halo located near the contact of a Tertiary 
tuff host rock and a Triassic-Jurassic metasedimentary
rock.
FIGURE 1: Dry Valley, Washoe County, Nevada as looking west-by-northwest from the 
western flanks of Dogskin Mountain. In the far background, immediately 
beneath the clouds, is the Sierra Nevada Range, while to the right of this view in 
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deposits.
LOCATION and ACCESSIBILITY
Dry Valley, approximately thirty-five miles north of 
Reno, is bound on the west by U. S. Highway 395 and on 
the east by Dogskin Mountain. To the north lies Fort Sage 
Mountain, while to the south is Seven Lakes Mountain.
Dry Valley comprises the northern part of the United States 
Geological Survey 15 minute Dogskin Mountain Quadrangle 
located in Washoe County, Nevada (please refer to Plate 1 
for area location). Access entering from the southeastern 
corner may be obtained by traveling north from Reno along 
U. S. Highway 395, turning east onto Red Rock Canyon Road, 
and then proceeding north on Dry Valley Road. Red Rock 
Canyon Road is an improved road, while Dry Valley Road 
remains an unimproved dirt roadway. An off-road vehicle 
with proper equipment, especially water, is essential and 
necessary for safe and comfortable travel throughout Dry 
Valley and its surrounding
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Dry Valley, on the boundary of the Basin and Range 
Province and the Sierra Nevada Province, lies along the 
California-Nevada border. Unlike most north-south trending 
valleys of the Basin and Range, Dry Valley runs east-west. 
It is, however, a graben between two short ranges which
consist o f Meso zoic granodiorite cores overlain by rela-
tively thin veneer s of Tertiary rhyoli tic tuffs. The rel
is 2500 to 3000 f eet (762 to 914 meter s) , ranging from a
valley f loor eleva tion of 4000 feet to 6500-7000 feet at
the tops of the surrounding mountain blocks .
CLIMATE and VEGETATION
The whole of Dry Valley, as its name implies, is semi- 
arid with hot summers of 100 plus degrees fahrenheit (37 
degrees centigrade) and bitterly cold windy winters of 
minus zero degrees fahrenheit (-16 degrees centigrade).
The annual precipitation averages roughly eight inches.
In southern Washoe County, where Dry Valley is located, 
vegetation consists of juniper (Juniperus utahensis), 
mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus ledifolius) and the obiquitous 
sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata). Occasional cottonwood 
groves (Populus fremontii) are seen near springs and along
ephemeral streams
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HISTORY OF RESEARCH IN THE DRY VALLEY AREA 
The earliest known geological observations were made 
by the Fourtieth Parallel Survey which traveled through 
southern Washoe County and northern Storey County, (King 
1878, Hague and Emmons 1877). Brooks (1956) mapped both 
the Mave-McCray and DeLongchamps prospects located in the 
Virginia Mountains immediately to the southeast of Dry 
Valley. The Pyramid Lake and Red Rock Canyon areas of 
Washoe County were catalogued in detail and their strati­
graphy mapped by McJannet (1959) the following year.
In 1969, Bonham and Papke published a comprehensive 
map relating the geology of Washoe and Storey Counties and 
provided descriptions of specific mineral occurrences and 
mine sites throughout the two counties.
Holmes (1972) describes the Independence prospect in 
Dry Valley, which is located adjacent to the northern 
flank of Seven Lakes Mountain. Holmes' descriptions also 
include the nearby Divide prospect of Dogskin Mountain, 
the Spanish Springs Valley prospect, and the DeLongchamps 
prospect in the Virginia Mountains. In 1975, Wallace 
published a doctorial thesis on the geology and mineral
despos its o f the Pyramid Distr ict. Hutton (1978) compiled
a stratigraphi c C O lumn for the northern sec tion of Dogskin
Mountain and corr elated this wi th McJannet (1957) and
Holmes (197 2). Hutton's projec t work area lies adjacent
to Dry Vail ey and is the only previously detailed mapping
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in the area.
This paper encompasses detailed geologic research 
on a twenty-one square mile area located about twenty 
miles to the southwest of Pyramid Lake. Here, the middle- 
Tertiary ash-flow tuffs are very similar to those already 
found on Dogskin Mountain by Hutton (1978).
FIELD WORK
Field work was performed during the Summer of 1979. 
Approximately one month was taken up in the preparation 
of the geologic map, and study of 60 thin sections from 
tuff samples required another month's time. Foot tra­
verses were accomplished over all roads with,two or more 
foot traverses over the land between the roads. Geology 
was mapped on topographic maps at a scale of 1:24,000. 
Since the Dogskin Mountain Quadrangle is a 15 minute 
topographic sheet at a scale of 1:62,500, it was necessary 
to have copies photographically enlarged to 7.5 minute 
sheets,or a scale of 1:24,000. Aerial photographs were 
used in the interpretation of fault traces and as updated 
road guides. Both whole rock and uranium analyses were 
made on selected samples by Rocky Mountain Geochemical 
Labs of West Jordan, Utah, and Chemical and Mineralogical 




The rock units exposed throughout Dry Valley range in 
age from Triassic-Jurassic metavolcanics and metasediments 
of the Peavine Sequence, through Cretaceous granodiorite 
and into Tertiary rhyolite tuffs which are overlain by 
Quaternary basalts and alluvial deposits.
Metamorphic rocks, which correspond with the Peavine 
Sequence of Bonham (1969), are observed in two areas. The 
metavolcanic rocks are exposed only in the deep canyon 
through which the south fork of Dry Valley Creek flows.
The Mesozoic metasedimentary units are seen in outcrop 
along the northwestern flanks of Fort Sage Mountain where 
they have been intruded by a Cretaceous granodiorite thought 
to be related to the Sierra Batholith.
The metavolcanic rocks are expressed only in the 
deep canyon through which the south fork of Dry Valley 
Creek flows.
These metamorphic rocks are thought to represent the 
eastern facies of a Triassic island arc system,which was 
located in a transitional zone between miogeosynclinal 
and eugeosynclinal environments, (Rogers et al, 1979).
The metasedimentary facies are thought to most likely be 
reworked volcanic facies erupted from the original island
arc system
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The plutons seem to form the core of the mountain blocks 
that surround Dry Valley and in some places, for example, 
the southwestern part of Fort Sage Mountain, it can be 
seen that the metamorphic sequences are actually roof 
pendants encompassed in the granodiorite over which rela­
tively thin covers of rhyolite tuffs have been erupted. 
Nonconformably overlying the Mesozoic metamorphics and 
Cretaceous grandodiorites is an Oligocene-Miocene assem­
blage of dominately rhyolitic, with minor basalt, cooling 
units once known as the Hartford Assemblage. These volcanic 
units have been mapped as seven distinct cooling units or 
formations according to their compositional variations, 
degree of welding, mineralogy, superposition, and discon-
f ormit ies. Five of these are rhyolit e cooling units.
These tuffs are, from oldest to youngest, the tuff
0 f the McKissick Springs Group (Hutton 1978), of which
in dry valley only the uppermost cooling unit is seen. The 
tuff of Dogskin Mountain (Hutton 1978), the tuff of Jackass 
Springs (Hutton 1978), the Nine Hill Tuff (Bingler. 1978), 
and the tuff of Chimney Springs (Hutton. 1978) comprise 
the other four units. The two formations that unconform- 
ably overlie the tuff of Chimney Springs are the Pyramid 
Formation of McJannet (1957) and the Chloropagus Formation, 
both of which belong to the late-Miocene Pyramid Sequence 
of Bonham (1969).
The tuffs in eastern Dry Valley, northern Seven Lakes
,and northwestern Dogskin Mountain probably representMountain
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the first pulse of three such phases of middle to late- 
Tertiary vulcanism (Silberman et al. 1976). These rhyolitic 
tuffs chemically belong to a calc-alkaline suite of rocks 
and are thought to have been erupted from a volcanic arc 
tied in with an off-coast subduction zone. Later pulses, 
such as a calc-alkaline intermediate episode being approxi­
mately 17 m.y.b.p., and a bimodal basalt-rhyolite episode 
spanning about 5-6 m.y.b.p. to present (Hutton 1978), 
followed the emplacement of the middle-Tertiary tuffs.
The second pulse is probably not represented in the mapped 
area, but possibly the third pulse is responsible for the 
basalt occurrences seen along the north and south forks 
of Dry Valley Creek.
Mesozoic Units; Peavine Sequence
The oldest units exposed in the Dry Valley area are 
metamorphic units which tentatively are correlated to the 
Peavine Sequence of Bonham (1969). These metamorphic rocks 
consist of a metavolcanic unit and a metasedimentary unit 
which appears to be comprised of reworked parent metavolcanic 
material.
The metavolcanic unit crops out in the deep canyon 
which cross-cuts the northern tip of Dogskin Mountain,
NE 1/4, NE 1/4, section 8, T. 24 N., R. 19 E. (see Plate 1). 
This unit forms bold cliffs of very well indurated greenish 
to gray-black amphibolite. Conspicuous epidote veining is 
seen in almost all joints and fractures. The metavolcanic
unit has been altered to the greenschist facies and now 
consists of albite, epidote, actinolite and chlorite.
Relic hornblende crystals have been altered to chlorite.
The amphibole suggests that the original rocks are of acid- 
intermediate composition (Bonham 1969).
The metasedimentary facies which is observed as a 
"window", SE 1/4, section 6, T. 24 N., R. 19 E., and as 
possibly a roof pendant, NW 1/4, NW 1/4, section 4, T. 24 N., 
R. 18 E. (see Plate 1), is most likely composed of reworked 
volcanic sediments which have been metamorphosed. In out­
crop, these metasedimentary rocks are aphanitic and show 
some foliation. These dark greenish-gray-black hornfels- 
like, labradoritic-amphibolite schists have massive out­
croppings. Mafics such as hornblende and biotite, form 
a weak foliation, and epidote is ubiquitous as layers and 
veins, hence the amphibolite schists classification.
However, the presence of primary quartz, andesine and relic 
pyroxenes might tend to suggest an acid-intermediate vol- 
canoclastic parent rock (Hutton 1978).
It is believed that the Peavine Sequence of rocks 
was deposited along the eastern edge of an island arc complex, 
situated between miogeosynclinal and eugeosynclinal environ­
ments (Rogers et al., 1974).
These metamorphic suites represent tholeiitic to calc- 
alkaline compositions and are thought to have originated 
from a deep seated subduction zone located off the west 
coast (Rogers et al., 1974; Hyndman. 1972). Tentatively
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dated as late Triassic to early Jurassic by Bonham (1969), 
the rocks of the Peavine Sequence,as seen in the Dry Valley 
area, lack any fossils. Godwin (1958) observed poorly 
preserved fossil flora found in black shale beds located 
within the Peavine Sequence on the western flanks of Peavine 
Mountain. These fossil flora have been tentatively assigned 
by Axelrod as being Jurassic. At present, no ages are 
available to date the period of regional metamorphism; 
however, Hutton (1978) believed this regional metamorphism 
must pre-date the Sierra Nevada intrusions.
Granodiorite Facies of the Sierra Nevada Batholith
Intruding the meta sedimentary of the Peavine Sequence 
is a Mesozoic granodiorite which is exposed on the southern 
flanks of Fort Sage Mountain, NE 1/4, section 5, T. 24 N.,
R. 18 E. (see Plate 1). This leucocratic medium to coarse­
grained granodiorite weathers to a steep slope and forms 
many of the rugged mountain blocks seen along the boundary 
zone between the Basin and Range Province and the Sierra 
Nevada.
Megascopically, subhedral potassium feldspar crystals 
comprise about 15% of the rock,with anhedral crystals of 
quartz constituting about 20%. Occasionally, the quartz 
appears as translucent gray crystals which contrast with 
the lighter colored sodic-andesine crystals which make up 
approximately 50-60% of the rock. Biotite, with some horn­
blende and apatite,comprise 12-13%, with magnetite and minor
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amounts of zircon present.
These granodiorite plutons are assumed to be correla­
tive with the Sierra Nevada Batholith. Age dates for such 
plutons place their intrusion at approximately Jurassic 
to early Tertiary (Bonham 1969). Potassium-argon tech- 
niques have tentatively arrived at 88.8 (±2.6x10 ) m.y.b.p.
for samples obtained from the Granite Range Batholith about 
forty-five miles north of Dry Valley (Bonham 1969; Hutton 
1978). Dates obtained from samples found in the Yosemite 
area ranged in age from 82.4 to 95.3 m.y.b.p. (Curtis et 
al., 1958). Schilling (1965) found that potassium-argon 
dating of western Nevada's plutons yielded ages which ranged 
from 69 to 155 m.y.b.p. (Bonham 1969). Clearly, these 
radiometric dates cover a time span representing the late 
Jurassic through late Cretaceous.
Cenozoic Units
Previous to Hutton (1978), the middle-Tertiary ash- 
flow tuffs of the Dry Valley area were assigned to the 
Hartford Hill Rhyolite tuff of Bonham (1969). In this 
study, individual cooling units were mapped as distinct 
units in their own right, based upon studies by Smith (1960), 
Ross and Smith (1961), and Hutton (1978). These distinc­
tions are compositional variation, degree of welding, 
phenocryst mineralogy, superposition, and the occurrence 
of disconformities. The five cooling units are, from oldest 
to youngest: cooling unit D of the McKissick Springs Group
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(Hutton 1978), the tuff of Dogskin Mountain (Hutton 1978), 
the tuff of Jackass Springs (Hutton 1978) , the Nine Hill 
Tuff (Bingler 1978), and the tuff of Chimney Springs (Hutton 
1978). These tuffs are considered to range in age from 
28 m.y.b.p. to 23 m.y.b.p., (Hutton 1978). Between each 
rock unit there exists a zone of unconformity.
Nonconformably overlying the tuff of Chimney Springs 
is the late middle Miocene Pyramid Sequence of Bonham (1969). 
This sequence, as seen on Seven Lakes Mountain adjacent 
to the southern portion of Dry Valley, consists of, from 
oldest to youngest, the Pyramid Formation (McJannet 1957), 
and the Chloropagus Formation. The basalt flows seen in 
the middle and eastern regions of the study area probably 
represent basal members of the Pyramid Formation.
Rhyolite Ash-Flow Tuffs - General Discussion
Ignimbrites, of which ash-flow tuffs are one type, 
are emplaced as incandescent clouds of pyroclastic material 
and super-heated gases which are gravitationally and topo­
graphically controlled. At times referred to as nuee ardents, 
these masses are suddenly rafted into position by coasting 
on a cushioned layer of violently boiling gases. Once 
erupted onto the surface of the earth, these one-time magmas 
undergo a pseudo phase change and become a fluid pneumo- 
tectic solid which is baked as the entire mass cools. The 
resulting lithologies, once emplaced, are dependent on the 
cooling history of the entire mass.
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Typically, an ash-flow tuff consists of two units, 
a basal gravity-floor unit, and an air-fall unit that is 
usually eroded away quickly or destroyed by subsequent 
eruptions. These subsequent eruptions tend to fill in 
topographic lows and form sheet-like deposits. Earlier 
flows tend to be insulated by later flows and not until 
after these eruptions have stopped will the interiors cool 
as single units. These entire sequences have been defined 
and identified as an ash-flow cooling unit by Smith (1960) 
and Ross and Smith (1961).
The subsequent development of zones within the cool­
ing unit, the lower welded zone (compaction) and the upper 
devitrification zone (crystallization) are caused by 
lithostatic loads and escaping volatiles, respectively.
Welding is the compaction of pumice fragments and the 
deformation of glass shards and groundmass. Weakly welded 
units usually only exhibit pumice fragment compaction, 
while deformation of the groundmass and glass shards implies 
strong welding. Grades of welding are in direct response 
to the lithostatic loads and temperature gradient (Smith 
1960).
Devitrification of the glass shards and groundmass 
is really the crystallization of glass shards, pumice fra 
ments and the groundmass. Migrating volitiles create thi 
effect along pressure and temperature boundaries within 
stable environments (Hutton 1978). Axiolitic and spheru 




feldspars are crystallization effects seen in devitrified 
zones. (Ross and Smith 1961, Smith 1960). This subsequent 
devitrification probably is initiated by the original mesa- 
stable character of the volcanic glass shards. The original 
volcanic glass shard structure, in some clases, may be 
thoroughly destroyed by spherulitic intergrowths caused 
by devitrification (Hutton 1978).
Immediately after eruption, crystallization begins.
It may proceed very quickly, in which case a rapidly cooled 
glassy zone develops. This zone is usually seen as a basal 
or top most member of the cooling unit. Glassy zones may 
also appear beneath densely welded zones where crystal 
growth may be inhibited by the intensive welding. Here 
the name vitrophyre is used to designate the glassy zone 
formed beneath a zone of intense welding.
A vapor phase zone may develop and overlap the upper 
most boundaries of the devitrified zone. Escaping vola­
tiles deposit crystal aggregates of tridymite, cristo- 
balite, and alkali feldspars in cracks, joints, and pore 
spaces of this upper most facies of the cooling unit (Smith 
1960, Ross and Smith 1961).
Migration of ground water through the porous zones 
of the cooling unit may cause a secondary devitrification, 
resulting in the formation of hydrated zeolites and clays 
(Hutton 1978). Often this diagenetic process leaves a 
pale green cast to the tuff. Sometimes pervasive iron 
oxides accompany this secondary devitrification.
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Individual flows may coo1 and thus develop a con
tent facies zonation. These flows are known as simpl
cooling units (Smith 1960). Rapid erup tion of succes
flows may bridge any cooling hiatus and thus develop zonal 
facies very similar to a simple cooling unit. Multiple 
flow units which have zonal facies which depart from those 
seen in simple cooling units are referred to as compound 
cooling units (Smith 1960).
Rhyolite ash-flow tuffs are believed to be late stage 
differentiates. In these siliceous differentiates, silica, 
alkalies, and volatile constituents are increased (Smith 
1960) .
The appearance of phenocrysts in rhyolite ash-flow 
tuffs is quite common. In the case of rhyolite, these 
phenocrysts are usually one or more of the following: 
quartz, alkali feldspars (most likely sanidine), plagio- 
clase with minor amounts of mafices, i.e., biotite, horn­
blende or augite (Hutton 1978). These phenocrysts are
usually found in most rhyolite tuffs and to a minor extent,
exhibit a reversal of zonation relative to their formation
in an idealiz ed magma chamber, i.e., the mafics and heavier
crystals are seen to increase in number toward upper zones
of the ash-flow (Lipman 1966). Relative amounts of each 
mineral reflect the magma composition and crystallization 
history of the magma chamber. Although cooling units may 
be very great in areal extension, their mineralogic compo­
sition is fairly constant. It is this constant mineralogic
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composition that allows one to use mineral suites, pheno- 
cryst ratios,and phenocryst abundance to map and identify 
various cooling units as seen in Dry Valley and elsewhere.
McKissick Springs Group - Cooling Unit D
This youngest cooling unit of the McKissick Springs 
Group, cooling unit D, is seen only in the steep canyon 
slicing the northern top of Dogskin Mountain, SE 1/4, SE 
1/4, section 6, T. 24 N., R. 19 E. (see Plate 1). Here 
it is the lowest most middle-Tertiary tuff exposed in the 
study area and is seen to form a pale pastel green to light 
gray platy slope of medium grade. Moderately welded, cool­
ing unit D contains pale white-green pumice fragments which 
are modertely compacted. In cooling unit D, many of the 
phenocrysts are difficult to identify in hand specimen.
About 98 feet (30 meters) of this rhyolitic vitric-crystal 
tuff are exposed.
Hutton (1978) mentions that, at most locations of cool­
ing unit D in his study area, there is present below cooling 
unit D, a "distinctive volcanoclastic bed." Exposures of 
cooling unit D in the Dry Valley area do not show this 
volcanoclastic bed. It appears likely that Hutton's (1978) 
volcanoclastics are associated with the underlying cooling 
units of the McKissick Springs Group not seen in this present 
study area. Above cooling unit D, however, there are inter­
mittent exposures of a thinly developed ferruginous palesol. 
Apparently cooling unit D represents a simple cooling unit
as defined by Smith (1960).
Microscopically, 12-15% of the rock is phenocrysts.
Approximately 75% of the phenocrysts are andesine (An„Q-
3 o
An^g), 15% are sanidine, 5% are biotite, with 2% quartz and 
opaques, such as magnetite and pyrite comprising the rest. 
Trace amounts of lithics are also seen. The sanidine cry­
stals vary in size, 0.5 to 1.5 mm in diameter, while the 
andesine crystals are more uniform, 0.25 to 0.5 mm in dia­
meter. Some secondary devitrification is seen as spheru- 
litic and axiolitic structures in the glass fragments (refer 
to Figure 2). Eutaxitic bandings are occasionally seen. 
Apparently, devitrification seems to increase toward the 
top of cooling unit D relative to the bottom of the unit 
(Hutton 1978).
Presently no radiometric dates are available for the 
McKissick Springs Group. However, cooling unit D is ten­
tatively correlated with cooling unit 1 of Wallace (1975) 
(refer to Figure 3) and cooling unit 1 of Wallace (1975) 
was dated at 27.9 ± 0.8 m.y.b.p. Apparently other workers 
dealing with the basal members of middle-Tertiary ash-flow 
tuffs (Bingler 1978; Proffett and Proffett 1976; Silberman 
oral communication to Hutton) have obtained similar dates.
Cooling unit D is the upper most cooling unit of the 
McKissick Springs Group. The lower most cooling unit, 
cooling unit A, is seen on Dogskin Mountain, to the east, 
to overlap Mesozoic granodiorite of the Sierra Nevada 
Batholith. The second lower most cooling unit, cooling
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FIGURE 2: Photomicrograph of McKissick Springs Group;
cooling unit D taken with plane polarized light. 
Note glass shard groundmass beginning to show signs of dev­
itrification . This view exhibits sanidine crystals (S), 
volcanic glass shards (G), biotite flakes (B), and andesine 
(A).
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unit B, is also seen to overlap the granodiorite as well. 
Both cooling unit A and cooling unit B appear to have 
consistent thickness where observed. These observations 
by Hutton (1978) would tend to suggest that moderately 
high topographic relief was present when these tuffs were 
emplaced; consequently, topographic lows must have been 
there as well. However, no tuffs of the McKissick Springs 
Group have been found associated with these topographic 
lows (Hutton 1978). Hutton believes that the tuffs of 
the McKissick Springs Group were erupted as planar features, 
because of their consistent thickness throughout the area. 
Bonham (oral communication to Hutton) feels that the source 
area for cooling unit D might be in the Pah Rah Range, 
further to the east, because of the thick accumulations 
of these tuffs in that area (Hutton 1978).
The Tuff of Dogskin Mountain
Overlying cooling unit D of the McKissick Springs 
Group is the informally named tuff of Dogskin Mountain 
(Hutton 1978). Named by Hutton for the excellent outcrop 
seen in the northern and northwestern areas of Dogskin 
Mountain, this crystal vitric tuff is best exposed at the 
type section in the northern wall of an unnamed canyon 
lying immediately north of McKissick Springs Canyon (SW 
1/4, section 15, T. 24 N., R. 19 E.). Seen to also lie 
above the metavolcanics of the Peavine Sequence in the 
deep canyon immediately north of Dogskin Mountain (NE 1/4,
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section 8, T. 24 N., R. 19 E.) (See Plate 1), the grayish 
brown, conspicuously biotitic compound cooling unit alter 
nates from weakly to moderately welded (Hutton 1978).
The partially welded tuff of Dogskin Mountain has two 
basic lithologies, a lower tuff which is a slope former 
and an upper tuff which is partially welded and forms a 
well-defined cliff. This tuff has a lower contact marked 
by a ferruginous paleosole which averages about two feet 
(0.6 meters) thick. The lower slope forming tuff is a 
platy, light grayish-brown rock containing about 32% 
phenocrysts. Here 80% of the phenocrysts are andesine 
plagioclase, 6% are biotite, 4% are sanidine, and less 
than 2% are quartz (see Figure 4). Pumice and minor 
lithics comprise approximately 5% of the lower tuff.
The upper partially welded cliff forming tuff appears 
as light gray blocky exposures exhibiting a very poorly 
developed columnar pattern (Hutton 1978). In the upper 
tuff, about 28% of the rock is composed of phenocrysts, 
of which 85-90% are andesine plagioclase (An„Q-An.c).
Quartz, notably lacking, is rarely seen and might be 
easily confused with the glassy appearance and nearly 
conchoidal-like fracture of the altered plagioclase pheno 
crysts. The upper tuff is distinctive relative to the 
lower tuff in that 10% of the phenocrysts are biotite, 
compared with about 6% for the lower unit. Dark lithic 
and pastel green pumice fragments 0.25 to 1.0 inches 
(1-3 cm) are present, the latter of which weathers to
FIGURE 4: Spherulitic intergrowths (SI) of iron oxides and 
secondary devitrification are seen throughout 
the lower facies of the tuff of Dogskin Mountain. Sanidine 
(S), andesine (A), and opaque crystals are shown here too. 
Plane polarized light photomicrograph.
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form pumice "eyes" so prominent throughout the upper 
moderately welded cliff. The lithic fragments are notably 
metavolcanics. Moderate primary devitrification is seen 
(see Figure 5), and grades into secondary devitrification 
in the upper unit with the formation of spherulitic inter­
growths and relic grains of biotite which may have released 
some of the limonite staining seen.
Apparently the tuff of Dogskin Mountain was erupted 
onto the relatively planar topography of cooling unit D 
and overlapped troughs and monadnock-like topographic 
highs of the metamorphic Peavine Sequence. The sporadic 
occurrence of the ferruginuous paleosol and its relatively 
thin depth,along with the absence of any volcanoclastic 
sediments, would tend to indicate a brief volcanic erup­
tive hiatus before subsequent units were emplaced over the 
tuff of Dogskin Mountain.
Hutton and I believe that the tuff of Dogskin Mountain 
was formed no less than 27 m.y.b.p. based upon the dis- 
conformity occurrence. It has been proposed that the 
tuff of Dogskin Mountain correlates to mineralogically 
similar tuffs in the Pah Rah Range. Hutton further 
postulates that mineralogically similar units have been 
observed in the Gillis and Gabbs Valley Ranges, i.e., 
the Petrified Springs Tuff (oral communication to Hutton 
from Bingler).
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FIGURE 5: Thoroughly devitrified matrix (G) and sanidine
crystals (S) of the partially welded upper facies 
of the tuff of Dogskin Mountain. Note that the devitrified 
pumice (P) fragment is so altered that it blends into the 
matrix. Biotite flake (B) appears unaffected. Photomicro­
graph was taken using plane polarized light.
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Jackass Springs Tuff
Overlying the tuff of Dogskin Mountain is the sparsely 
exposed Jackass Springs Tuff (Hutton 1978). Except for 
sporadic occurrence, the tuff of Jackass Springs is mostly 
confined to an unnamed canyon immediately north of Jackass 
Springs (SE 1/4, section 17, T. 24 N., R. 18 E.). Hutton 
mentions that the tuff of Jackass Springs is composed of 
two separate units, although this tuff is considered a 
simple cooling unit. The basal member is a beige-colored 
moderately welded prominent four foot (1 meter) high 
cliff forming unit which is exclusively seen at the type 
section in the canyon north of Jackass Springs. The upper 
member is a pastel colored greenish-gray partially welded 
tuff (Hutton 1978), which is often obscured by colluvium 
from overlying units.
The biotitic vitric (75% glass fragments) crystal 
tuff is moderately welded (see Figure 6). The Jackass 
Springs Tuff contains about 23% phenocrysts and about 
5% lithics. Sanidine and andesine plagioclase comprise 
6% each, with resorbed and wormy appearing quartz making 
up 7%,and biotite consituting about 4%. Apparently the 
tuff of Jackass Springs exhibits primary devitrification. 
This is seen as welding of the adjacent glass fragments, 
some formation of axiolitic and spherulitic intergrowths 
(see Figure 6), wormy and resorbed quartz crystals, which 
are also strongly fractured, and as euhedral biotite plates 
which appear to have undergone some resorbtion to matrix
FIGURE 6 : Basal portion of the tuff of Jackass Springs 
Note spherulitic and axiolitic intergrowths 
of the compacted pumice fragment in lower half of the 
frame. Plane polarized light photomicrograph.
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minerals of the groundmass.
Emplacement of the Jackass Springs Tuff seems most 
likely to be directed through erosional channels which 
developed in the underlying tuff of Dogskin Mountain. 
Hutton and I believe that the unnamed canyon, where the 
type section is seen, represents a topographic low in 
a channel directed deposit. Elsewhere, the observed 
relationships are thought to be on-lappings of the Jackass 
Springs Tuff over the tuff of Dogskin Mountain. The 
Jackass Springs Tuff has not been age dated. However, 
it probably emplaced between 27 m.y.b.p. and 25 m.y.b.p. 
(Hutton 1978). Oral communication from Alan Deino.,. who 
preliminarily mapped Seven Lakes Mountain, to Bob Hutton 
states that the tuff of Jackass Springs is of mappable 
extent on Seven Lakes Mountain and has been named the 
Last Day Canyon tuff of Deino.
Nine Hill Tuff
The Nine Hill tuff, as seen on the western flanks of 
Dogskin Mountain, has three definite lithologies. The 
name was derived from outcrops at Nine Hill located near 
Virginia City, Nevada, in the Virginia Range (Bingler 
1978). At the type section, Bingler describes the Nine 
Hill tuff as a compound cooling unit consisting of a 
densely welded crystal vitric tuff. Bingler (1978) 
further states that a fourth rock facies, a pumice-rich, 
non-welded vitric tuff is seen at Nine Hill and, at times,
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is the major lithology seen there. In section 17 (see 
Plate 1), the Nine Hill tuff reflects the complex nature 
of Bingler's Nine Hill tuff.
The lower contact of the Nine Hill tuff is brecciated 
in spots and overlies occasional volcanoclastic stream 
bars. Overlying the brecciated zone is a moderately 
welded reddish-orange pumaceous eutaxitic vitric tuff.
This tuff forms conspicuous rows of weakly columnar cliffs 
which result from a north-south imbricate fault system 
on the western flanks of Dogskin Mountain. Here the 
cliffs exhibit lithophase partings and pumice weathering 
which manifests itself as eutaxitic "eyes” in outcrop. 
"Desert varnish" coats many of the cliff faces, imparting 
a shiny dark maroon appearance.
Microscopically, the moderately welded cliffs are 
the most consistent in phenocryst mineralogy. The Nine 
Hill tuff displays about 10-15% phenocrysts. Occasionally, 
vesicular sanidine crystals comprise 10%, andesine plagio- 
clase 2-3%, with up to 4% quartz and only trace amounts 
of biotite. Dusty gray pumice fragments make up about 
10% and are extremely flattened. The pumice fragments 
range in size from 1.0 inches up to 4 inches. Vapor 
phase type crystallization is seen throughout the pumice 
"eyes" and in the weakly columnar jointing pattern. Pri­
mary devitrification is also noticeable when viewing the 
groundmass (see Figure 7). In the southeastern reaches 
of section 17, the basal Nine Hill tuff is overlain by
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a grayish partially welded vitric tuff unit. The pheno- 
cryst mineralogy is much the samej with the pumice frag*™ 
ment content being about 5%. Overlying the cliff forming 
facies is a two foot (0.6 meters) thick earthy yellow 
vitrophyre-like zone which contains 5% biotite crystals. 
This vitrophyre unit is overlain by another vitric crystal 
tuff which is extremely densely welded. In section 17, 
this upper most tuff unit is 40 to 45 feet (12-14 meters) 
thick and contains an unusually high amount of biotite 
crystals (up to 5%) for the Nine Hill tuff (Hutton 1978). 
Here, Hutton emphasizes that the complex facies assem­
blages are complicated by the observation that these 
units are seen in dip slope outcrops in conjunction with 
a north-south trending imbricate fault system.
Bingler (1978) states that the age of the Nine Hill 
tuff is approximately 25 m.y.b.p. Since no actual radio- 
metric dating has been performed, Bingler concludes this 
age from age dating of older and younger tuff units.
Using the 25 m.y.b.p. figure, one might conclude that 
about two million years elapsed between emplacement of 
the tuff of Dogskin Mountain and the emplacement of the 
Nine Hill tuff.
As with previously emplaced units, the Nine Hill tuff 
was controlled by erosional channels cut in underlying 
units. Detailed mapping by Bingler (1978) in the Virginia 
City and surrounding area tends to hypothesize a cauldron 
source for the Nine Hill tuff. This observation, plus
FIGURE 7: Nine Hill Tuff (plane polarized). Note pervas­
ively devitrified groundmass (G), biotite flake 
(B) and plagioclase crystal (P) along with dark iron oxide 
weathering bands.
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the fact that the Nine Hill tuff is seen in the Dry 
Valley area some 55 miles north of Virginia City, points 
out that the Nine Hill tuff is very extensive and volumi­
nous. Tentatively, Alan Deino has identified the Nine 
Hill tuff on Seven Lakes Mountain (oral communication to 
Hutton) , while Bonham (oral communication to Hutton) 
has mapped the Nine Hill tuff in the Pah Rah Range to the 
southeast (Hutton 1978). Bingler (1978) has also noted 
correlative Nine Hill tuff lithologies (see Figure 3) 
as far south as the Yerington area on the Singatse and 
Wassuk Ranges, and as far east as the Gillis Range im- 
miediately east of Walker Lake (Bingler 1978).
Tuff of Chimney Springs
Overlying the Nine Hill tuff in the Dry Valley area 
is a simple cooling unit tuff known as the tuff of Chimney 
Springs. As in previous papers, the name, tuff of Chimney 
Springs, is used to imply those rock facies which immed­
iately overlie the Nine Hill tuff (NW 1/4, section 14,
T. 24 N., R. 18 E.) (Plate 1), or the tuff of Dogskin 
Mountain (NE 1/4, section 6, T. 24 N., R. 19 E.) (Plate 1). 
Bonham (oral communication to Hutton) informally applied 
the name to tuff units he has mapped in the Pah Rah Range 
(type locality SE 1/4, section 20, T. 22 N., R. 22 E.) 
(Hutton 1978) .
In the Dry Valley area, the somewhat moderately 
welded crystalline tuff of Chimney Springs is comprised
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of two lithologies, although the upper dark reddish vapor 
phase zone is dominant. The basal zone is a light pastel 
lime-green which has undergone primary devitrification 
(see Figure 8), as evidenced by the lack of any axio— 
litic intergrowths in the matrix characteristic of secon­
dary devitrification tuff units. This lower, poorly 
exposed, weekly welded facies varies in thickness from 
7 to 35 feet (2-10 meters). Medium-sized white pumice
fragments one to two inches (2-4 cm) are very common through­
out this basal zone.
In thin section, the phenocryst content of the lower 
rock is 22%, while the phenocryst content of the upper 
vapor phase rock is 35%. Euhedral quartz is the obviously 
dominant crystal type comprising up to about 25% of the 
phenocrysts. Brilliantly chatoyant sanidine crystals 
make up approximately 15-20%, while andesine plagioclase 
crystals compose 3-5% of the phenocrysts. Biotite is 
seen only as a trace mineral, whereas the pumice fragments 
may constitute up to 10% of the rock.
Microscopically, the andesine plagioclase is calci- 
oligoclase, to sodic-andesine in chemical composition 
(Hutton 1978). Occasionally, in the basal unit, quartz 
and sanidine crystals are seen to be resorbed. Axio- 
litic intergrowths seem to be absent, suggesting only 
primary devitrification.
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FIGURE 8: Lower densely welded zone of the tuff of Chimney 
Springs. Note how the glass fragment-matrix 
grades from individual glass shards to a crystalline matrix 
when viewing from the upper left hand corner to the lower 
right hand corner. Plane polarized light photomicrograph.
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Above the basal zone is the vapor phase zone (see 
Figure 9). When weathered, this unit forms a reddish- 
brown weakly columnar cliff. Up to 35% of the vapor 
phase zone may be phenocrysts. Uniquely euhedral bipy- 
ramidal quartz crystals are observed, while sanidine 
exhibits a more developed chatoyant luster in this well- 
indurated vapor phase zone. Spherulitic intergrowths 
are seen to obscure the matrix along with iron oxide 
staining (see Figure 9) which are indicative of vapor 
phase influences. Pumice fragments in the vapor phase 
zone exhibit a coarser crystalline appearance, while 
disseminated iron oxides appear as radiating fiberous 
intergrowths and are seen to occasionally cling to various 
phenocrysts.
At present, no direct radiometric dating is available 
on the tuff of Chimney Springs. I conclude that, given 
dates furnished by Bingler (1967) dealing with rock units 
which underlie and overlie the southern distal ends of 
the tuff of Chimney Springs, ile., Eureka Canyon tuff 
(25 m.y.b.p. ± 1.0 m.y.b.p.) and the Santiago Canyon tuff 
(22.2 m.y.b.p. ± 0.8 m.y.b.p.) respectively, the tuff of 
Chimney Springs must be tentatively 23 to 24 m.y.b.p. 
(Figure 3). Hutton (1978) notes that the degree of erosion 
shown in disconformity between the tuff of Chimney Springs 
and the Nine Hill tuff is no greater than that seen between 
the Nine Hill tuff and the tuff of Dogskin Mountain. It 
is likely, therefore, that the Chimney Springs - Nine
FIGURE 9: Upper non-welded zone of the tuff of Chimney 
Springs (plane polarized), note devitrified 
groundmass (G), black iron oxides surrounding fracture and 
sanidine crystal (S).
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Hill erosional hiatus represents about one or possibly 
two million years.
Apparently the tuff of Chimney Springs is extensive. 
Hutton (1978) and I believe that this rock facies cor­
relates with Wallace’s cooling unit 3 as seen in Rainbow 
Canyon in the southern Virginia Mountains. Alan Deino 
writes that there are mappable exposures of the tuff 
of Chimney Springs on Seven Lakes Mountain. Trexler 
(1977) successfully mapped the tuff of Chimney Springs as 
far south as Washoe Lake.
The deposition of the tuff of Chimney Springs was 
controlled by channels eroded on less densely welded 
sections of the underlying Nine Hills tuff and the tuff 
of Dogskin Mountain. I conclude that channels could have 
developed along onlap boundaries where the Nine Hill tuff 
onlapped the tuff of Dogskin Mountain. Hutton points 
out that this relationship is seen "on the knoll just 
south of Hill 6827" (Hutton 1978 , p. 54) which, practi­
cally speaking, is the northern summit of Dogskin Mountain.
Hutton proposes that the tuff of Chimney Springs 
was erupted from one magmatic source. The "normal crystal 
zonation" of this ash-flow unit, that is, the noticable 
increase in phenocryst abundance toward the top of the 
tuff of Chimney Springs, may be the result of increased 
water pressures as suggested by Green (1973). Green 
postulates that the presence of significant amounts of 
magmatic water could greatly inhibit the formation of
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crystals within the magma chamber. He further concludes 
that rapid release of such pressures, during an eruption, 
would cause a resorbtion of phenocrysts along the magma 
chamber boundaries and result in a crystal-poor tuff 
being the first eruptive unit formed. Subsequent ash- 
flow units would tap lower, more crystal rich horizons 
and, thus, have higher phenocryst contents.
Pyramid Sequence
The informal name, the Pyramid Sequence as originally 
used by Bonham (1969) to designate the voluminous volcanic 
suites found in the mountains which surround Pyramid 
Lake, is applied in this report to include the Pyramid 
Formation of McJannet (1957) and the Chloropagus Formation, 
which overlies the middle-Tertiary ash-flow tuffs pre­
viously mentioned in this paper. Included within the 
Pyramid Sequence of this report is a basal basalt which 
is considered to be the older facies of the Pyramid 
Formation present within the Dry Valley area, but which 
was mapped as a separate lithology (see Plate 1).
The Pyramid Sequence as seen in Seven Lakes Mountain 
(SE 1/4, section 17, SW 1/4, section 16, and SW 1/4 section 
15, T. 24 N., R. 18 E.), consists mostly of vesicular 
basalts, rhyolite ash-flow tuffs, occasional tuff brec­
cias, and minor clastic sediments.
At the base of the Pyramid Sequence, as seen in the 
Dry Valley area, is a platy olivine basalt flow which
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unconformably overlies the Nine Hill tuff and the tuff 
of Chimney Springs (NW 1/4, section 13, SE 1/4, section 
13, T. 24 N., R. 18 E.)(Plate 1).
Pyramid Formation
Microscopically, the basal member of the Pyramid 
Formation is a platy, gray-brown basalt flow which ex­
hibits a poorly developed porphyritic texture. Overlying 
this basal basalt member is the major portion of the 
Pyramid Formation as seen in Seven Lakes Mountain.
McJannet (1957) and I believe that this upper member 
facies unconformably overlies the lower facies. This 
relationship is evidenced by the observation that at 
the Independence prospect (SW 1/4, section 16, T. 24 N.,
R. 18 E.) the upper member of the Pyramid Formation un- 
conformably overlies a pale-green partially welded ash- 
flow crystal-vitric tuff rather than a basalt. Litho­
logically, this tuff is identical to the upper facies 
of the tuff of Dogskin Mountain. The lithic content of 
the upper 12 feet (3.6 meters) is locally 10%, with the 
clasts mostly andesite, basalt, and older welded tuffs 
(Holmes 1972). The weathered appearance is more botryo- 
idal than observed on the western flanks of Dogskin Moun­
tain, and at the type section of Hutton (1978). The 
distinctive reddish oxidized zones associated with the 
contact between the tuff of Dogskin Mountain and the 
overlying Pyramid Formation probably represents a paleosol
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upon which stream channels were formed (Figure 10).
Microscopically, the basal basalt member of the 
Pyramid Formation contains olivine crystals which appear 
to have been partially altered to iddingsite (Figure 
11); The matrix consists of clinoenstatite, calcicplagi- 
oclase, with some olivine weathering to chlorite.
The flow tops are occasionally vesicular to scoria- 
ceous and display foliation, N46°W, 74°E, presumably 
parallel to the flow direction (NE 1/4, section 13, T.
24 N., R. 18 E.). Microscopic examination showed Holmes 
(1972) that his Dry Valley tuff, to which I will here­
after refer to as the upper member of the Pyramid Forma­
tion, has a phenocryst content of 15%. Of these, plagio- 
clase crystals constitute 80%, misty sanidine 10%, con- 
choidally fractured quartz 5%, and euhedral biotite flakes 
5%. Lithic fragments represent 5% of the total volume of 
the rock. The pumice fragments are not very numerous, 
but of those that are seen, there exists a weakly developed 
eutaxitic texture (Figure 12).
Some secondary uranium mineralization has been dis­
covered at the Independence Prospect (Figure 13) and 
is thought to be associated with carbonized organic debris 
found within the zone of unconformity below the upper 
member of the Pyramid Formation (Holmes 1972). Running 
intermittently for at least 1000 feet (300 meters) along 
the strike, these lenticular, carboniferous zones are 
up to seven feet (2 meters) thick and dip to the southwest
FIGURE 10: Paleostream channel through which the overlying 
Pyramid Formation (background) was emplaced. 
Note the paleostream gravels within the outlined area.
Notice also the paleosol beneath the outlined area developed 
upon the underlying tuff of Dogskin Mountain.
FIGURE 11: Basal basalt member of the Pyramid Formation
(crossed Nicols), note flow foliation developed 
by the plagioclase crystals (P) and euhedral crystals of 
olivine (0) with altered rims of iddingsite (I).
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at about 25°. Debris fragments appear to have bimodal 
size distribution (Holmes 1972). Larger fragments up 
to tree trunk size, 6 inches x 3.5 feet x 7 feet (0.1 
meters x 1.0 meters x 2.0 meters) are flattened and 
oriented parallel to the flow direction, with smaller 
fragments, 0.3 inches x 0.3 inches x 7.0 inches (1 mm 
x 1 mm x 22 mm) intermingled among them. Apparently, 
the carboniferous zone represents a wide canyon or open 
forested pediment with a wide channel developed on it 
such that the carbonaceous: material, most likely trees 
growing along the forested canyon or pediment channel, 
were concentrated or tumbled along the basal zone as the 
upper member of the Pyramid Formation was rafted into its 
present location, guided by this topographic channel 
(Figure 10). Holmes (1972) also notes a light halo of 
yellow oxides associated with this carboniferous zone, 
which he interprets as alteration. I interpret this 
halo to represent leaching of the organic debris by humic 
and carbonic acids associated with migrating ground water 
and decaying vegetation, since no pseudomorphs or unoxi­
dized iron minerals are seen.
Chloropagus Formation
Unconformably overlying the Pyramid Formation in 
Seven Lakes Mountain is the Chloropagus Formation. The 
Chloropagus Formation, along with the underlying Pyramid 
Formation, comprise the Pyramid Sequence (Bonham 1969).

The Chloropagus Formation consists of occasional ande­
site, rhyolite tuffs, vesicular olivine basalts, and 
breccias (Bonham 1969). It is also distinctively char­
acterized by its dark reddish-brown oxidized or ferrugi­
nous vapor phase exposures. The Chloropagus Formation 
often forms minor palisades about five to seven feet 
(2 to 3 meters) in height and 150 to 300 feet (50 to 
100 meters) in length, as seen on the northeastern sections 
of Sevens Lakes Mountain (SE 1/4, section 15, T. 24 N.,
R. 18 E.). Intermittent outcroppings of rhyolite brec­
cias, with cobble sized fragments, and lahar-like mud 
flows are seen in the small north trending canyons eroded 
in the Chloropagus Formation and between the Chloropagus 
and the Pyramid Formation (SW 1/4, section 15, T. 24 N.,
R. 18 E.). The rhyolite tuffs found within the Chloro­
pagus Formation are pumiceous-vitric crystal tuffs. The 
pumice fragments are lapilli sized, 0.25 inches to 0.75 
inches (0.6 to 1.9 cm).
Microscopically, phenocrysts compose up to 15% of 
the gray perlitic glassy tuff of the Chloropagus Formation. 
The sodic plagioclase is highly fractured and composes 
5% of the rock. Biotite and quartz constitute 5% each. 
Intermittent exposures of very thinly bedded volcano- 
clastic sediments are seen within the Chloropagus Formation.
The rock units assigned to the Pyramid Sequence are 
thought to be middle-Miocene to Mio-Pliocene (Bonham 
1969, Rose 1969). Radiometric dating on andesite tuffs
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yielded ages of 13.9 m.y.b.p.; thus, late Miocene (Bonham 
1969). Radiometric dates on basalts from the Pyramid 
Formation ranged from 14.5 m.y.b.p. to 15.2 m.y.b.p. 
Paleobiologic dating of flora interbedded within the 
Chloropagus Formation, as performed by Axelrod (1956), 
produced dates roughly corresponding to Mio-Pliocene.
Quaternary Deposits
Northern and central Dry Valley are filled and covered 
with Quaternary deposits (Plate 1). These deposits 
were mapped as three distinct groups: pediment surfaces 
(Qp), undifferentiated alluvium (Qal), and sinter deposits 
(Qs). Pediment surfaces (Qp) are gently sloping plains 
carved in bedrock over which a very thin layer of alluvial 
material is deposited. The angle of these pediment sur­
faces is very consistent. These erosional pediments are 
different from the undifferentiated alluvium (Qal) in that 
the pediment is an erosionally planed bedrock feature, 
while the undifferentiated alluvium is solely an "alluvial 
reservoir" whose bedrock is tens to thousands of feet 
below the overlying alluvium. The sinter deposits (Qs) 
are hot springs deposits of travertine and calcareous 
sinter which outcrop along a fault on the southern flanks 
of Fort Sage Mountain (Plate 1).
No Lake Lahontan deposites were seen in Dry Valley, 
owing to the fact that the maximum Lake Lahontan elevation 
was 4400 feet and that the lowest elevation mapped in 
Dry Valley was 4500 feet (Glenn 1968).
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY OF DRY VALLEY
Regional Structural Setting
The structural geology of the Dry Valley area is 
influenced by a sequence of north by northwest striking 
right - lateral faults collectively known as the Walker Lane 
zone. This series of right-lateral strike-slip faults 
which form an en echelon pattern, has heavily influenced 
subsequent Tertiary Basin and Range faulting. This may be 
seen by observing the northwest trending Virginia Mountains 
and Dogskin Mountain horsts and their adjacent grabens.
It is this later Tertiary strike-slip movement and the 
normal to oblique Basin and Range faulting that is primar­
ily responsible for the present topography seen in the Dry 
Valley and Washoe County areas. This middle to late- 
Tertiary period of deformation has imposed a system of 
right-lateral shears, trending roughly N45°W, and a con­
jugate set of left-lateral shears which trend about N45°E. 
This relationship may be seen while viewing the northern 
tip of Dogskin Mountain (see Plate 1). To the east of 
Dogskin Mountain lies the northwest trending Winnemucca 
Valley which represents a rift valley exhibiting right- 
lateral strike-slip movement as evidenced by linear 
ridges formed in Pleistocene gravels (Bonham 1969). At 
the northern end of Winnemucca Valley and extending west­
ward from Dogskin Mountain is a conjugate, left-lateral 
northeast trending fault over whose trace the south fork
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of Dry Valley Creek flows. Displacement along this north­
east trending conjugate fault approaches 3200 feet (1000 
meters), as evidenced by the offset seen in the tuff of 
Dogskin Mountain when looking across the south fork of Dry 
Valley Creek (see Plate 1), NE 1/4, section 7, T. 24 N., 
R. 19 E.
Moody and Hill (1956) proposed that because of the 
northwest trending orientation of the Walker Lane system, 
that its configuration corresponds to a right-lateral 
movement. Since it is generally proposed that the Walker 
Lane system pre-dates the Basin and Range faulting, a 
simple regional tumescence and subsequent relaxation of 
brittle lithologies seems incomplete.
Previous authors (Moody and Hill 1956, Wright 1976, 
Hutton 1978) have attempted to tie the Walker Lane system, 
because of a roughly parallel orientation, with the San 
Andreas fault in California. The resultant right - lateral 
movement of the San Andreas fault has been attributed to a 
collision of the continental plate of the Western United 
States which over-rode a transform fault (McKinzie and 
Morgan 1969). One might well indeed wonder that because 
of the Walker Lane system's similar orientation, roughly 
north by northwest, whether the resultant compressional 
forces responsible for right- 1 ateral movement along the 
Walker Lane system could he the surface expression of an
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under riding plate with an east-west transform fault.
Possibly another tentative mechanism to explain the 
present right- 1 ateral displacement along the Walker Lane 
system, might be a relaxation of regional tumescence 
activated by the past out-pouring or venting of subsurface 
plastic volcanic material associated with a proposed 
subduction zone off the California coast. As subducted 
material accumulated beneath the overriding continental 
plate, a subsequent regional uplift in Paleozoic Nevada 
took place. Very long periods of time were required to 
heat the voluminous subducted material. As the once 
brittle rocks were changed to a more plastic behavior, the 
Paleozoic oceans regressed in Nevada and the plastic 
material was redistributed or was vented onto the erosional 
surface of Nevada. Quite possibly the rate of plate over­
riding was not constant. This might help to explain the 
growth of the Paleozoic Manhattan Geanticline and the re­
gional tumescence or resultant east-west tension which may 
have formed the Basin and Range faulting.
Historic faulting along the Walker Lane system has 
been noted to the southwest of Pyramid Lake (Bell and 
Slemmons 1978) and in 1950 (Gianella 1957) along the 
southwestern edge of Fort Sage Mountain which impinges the 
northwestern corner of the present study area.
It has been generally accepted that Basin and Range 
faulting commenced sometime in the middle to late-Miocene,
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approximately 17 m.y.b.p. (McKee 1971).
Hutton (1978) mentions that Dogskin Mountain forms an 
eastern edge adjacent to a large circular feature (see 
Figure 14), to which some authors have tried to apply 
Smith and Bailey's (1968) model for resurgent calderas. 
However, the lack of thick accumulations of ignimbrite 
flows suggest that the resurgent caldera model doesn't 
apply here. Instead, I believe it is possible that the 
circular feature is related to the Walker Lane system.
Right- 1 ateral en echelon systems tend to form pressure 
mounds in much the same orientation relative to the fault 
trace (Siemmons et al . 1977). The feature seems somewhat 
oversized but perhaps its magnitude, along with consider­
able surficial erosion, is indicative of the degree of 
displacement and the length of time associated with the 
Walker Lane system.
Local Structural Setting
Dry Valley is an east-west trending graben surrounded 
by tilted and non-tilted horsts. To the east lies Dogskin 
Mountain, which is a westerly tilted 15° to 20°, horst 
(Hutton 1978). To the south of the present study area is 
Seven Lakes Mountain which is also a tilted horst but 
which tilts 25° to 30° toward the south. Northwest of Dry 
Valley is Fort Sage Mountain which has a granodioritic 
core draped with Tertiary volcanics which dip slightly to 
the south. The western extreme of Dry Valley is bordered
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8. Mullen Pass Area
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by the Sierra Nevada batholith, which is a tilted block 
sloping about 10° to the west.
Total displacement, mostly by slip, along the eastern 
edge of Dry Valley adjacent to Dogskin Mountain approaches 
328 feet (100 meters) (Hutton 1978), and is controlled by a 
normal imbricate fault system that runs north-south along 
the western flanks of Dogskin Mountain. This imbricate 
system consists of three faults which are truncated by a 
conjugate left-lateral fault over whose trace the South 
Fork of Dry Valley Creek now flows (SE 1/3, section 12, T. 
24 N., R. 18 E.). Displacement along each of the indivi- 
idual imbricate faults varies from 60 to 70 feet (20 
meters) with the greatest normal faulting toward the 
northern tip of Dogskin Mountain. Evidence for recent 
movement along this imbricate system is seen on the pedi­
ment surface immediately to the southeast of the present 
study area near Steele Springs (Hutton 1978), as a small 
linear break in slope.
The fault patterns seen within the eastern reaches of 
Dry Valley may be interpreted by applying Tchalenko's
(1970) model of Riedel and conjugate Riedel shears.
Tension fissures or faults, known as Riedel shears, are 
developed in a right -1 ateral fault system, the Walker Lane 
system for example, bounded by two or more roughly parallel 
right- 1 ateral faults often times. These Riedel shears 
develop an en echelon appearance within the fault system
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trace, trending off at 30° to 45° relative to the major 
trend. Splaying off of these Riedel shears, at roughly 
90 to 120°, is a second set of shears referred to as 
conjugate Riedel shears. Together, these configurations 
readily explain the pre-Basin and Range fault patterns 
seen in the middle to eastern areas of Dry Valley. Sub­
sequent Basin and Range faulting was locally influenced 
around the Walker Lane system as evidenced by the orien­
tation of Dogskin Mountain and the Virginia Mountains.
I believe these horsts were tensionally formed en echelon 
within the Walker Lane system along Riedel shear orien­
tations. The conjugate faults of Dry Valley (SE 1/4, 
section 12, T. 24 N., R. 18 E.) and northern Dogskin 
Mountain would correspond to the conjugate Riedel shear 
pattern. Total displacement along the conjugate left- 
lateral fault system (SE 1/4, section 12, T. 24 N., R. 18 
E.) is about 3200 feet (1000 meters) as seen from the off­
set of the tuff of Dogskin Mountain.
There is some doubt as to whether the trace over 
which the north fork of Dry Valley Creek and its associated 
scarp (NE 1/4, section 11, T. 24 N., R. 18 E.), about 165 
feet (50 meters), are surficial expressions of another 
left-lateral conjugate fault. The break in the pediment 
surface here might be another fault clue; however, it also 
might be explained as a slip-off slope of a stream and its 
corresponding cutbank. No outcrops were seen in the
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adjacent pediment surfaces or creek bed which could aid 
in making a decision.
Such an arrangement of en echelon right-laterial systems 
and Basin and Range faulting active throughout the Tertiary 
might help explain or even link the thick accumulations 
of Hartford Hill-type ash-flow tuffs in the Mullen Pass area 
to mapped cooling units on Dogskin Mountain (Hutton 1978) 
and in Dry Valley. If these tuffs seem to correlate reason­
ably well, perhaps Dogskin Mountain was sheared from the 
Mullen Pass area and rafted northwards (see Figure 14).
This implication alone might tend to cause renewed interest 
in the proposed existence of a resergent cauldera located 
in the Mullen Pass area (Sales 1974 and Cupp et al. 1977).
GEOLOGIC HISTORY
The oldest known outcrops within the present study 
area represent amphibolite facies from the early Jurassic 
Peavine Sequence. Thought to have been deposited adjacent 
to an island arc system, these eugeosynclinal facies of 
submarine volcanics and early Jurassic marine sediments 
underwent regional metamorphism sometime during the middle 
Mesozoic (Bonham 1969). Uplifted in the late Mesozoic, 
subsequent intrusion and metamorphism by the Sierran 
granodiorite caused localized occurrences of rocks ranging 
in character from greenschist facies to amphibolite facies. 
During the time period between the late Mesozoic and the 
middle Tertiary, an erosional plain was formed by westwardly
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meandering streams. These stream channels, along with the 
structural features of the by now active Walker Lane 
system, would control future ash-flow tuff deposition 
within the area (Hutton 1978) .
Further movement, along the Walker Lane system, pro­
duced topographic highs via relative compression which was 
affiliated with Riedel right- 1 ateral branching and a con­
jugate Riedel left-lateral fault system. Within the 
adjoining topographic lows, continental channel and allu­
vial deposits were accumulated.
In the midd1e-Tertiary, about 28-29 m.y.b.p., began 
the emplacement of the oldest ash-flow tuffs in the Pyra­
mid Lake area, which are located a few miles east of 
Dogskin Mountain (Hutton 1978). These tuffs are known as 
the tuffs of McKissick Springs Group, of which, only the 
uppermost unit, cooling unit D, is seen within the present 
study area. These tuffs continued to intermittently erupt 
over the next million years.
Not long after, the tuff of Dogskin Mountain (Hutton 
1978) was emplaced over the McKissick Springs Group. 
Approximately two million years passed before the tuff of 
Dogskin Mountain was overridden by the Nine Hill tuff 
(Bingler 1978). Stream channels, which were eroded in 
the uppermost partially-welded facies of the tuff of 
Dogskin Mountain, accumulated organic debris and sediments. 
These channels also acted as conduits through which ignim-
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brites of intermediate composition were emplaced (Hutton 
1978). It is thought that this first of two Nine Hill 
tuff eruptions, about 25 m.y.b.p., came from a source area 
somewhere to the not-too-distant southeast. At a majority 
of the locations, the Nine Hill tuff appears to have 
remained within the conduit channels cut in the tuff of 
Dogskin Mountain.
The second, more extensive Nine Hill tuff eruption, 
again was conducted by channels cut into the tuff of 
Dogskin Mountain rather than the more densely welded top 
of the Nine Hill tuff, which was just freshly erupted.
One or two million years elapsed before the tuff of Chim­
ney Springs was erupted. This ash-flow unit filled the 
existing channels to the top and overrode the Nine Hill 
tuff as well as the upper facies of the tuff of Dogskin 
Mountain (Hutton 1978). Somewhere, approximately 23 
m.y.b.p., all eruptions of the ash-flow tuffs stopped for 
about 7 million years. Somewhere near 16 m.y.b.p., the 
Pyramid Sequence was emplaced in the Dry Valley area. No 
subsequent volcanic eruptions have occurred.
Basin and Range normal faulting, as controlled by the 
Walker Lane system, began during the middle-to-late Miocene, 
about 17 m.y.b.p., and has continued to the present. The 
present topography, as seen in the Dry Valley area, re­
flects Basin and Range faulting as well as Pleistocene 
normal faulting.
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Bajada and pediment surfaces have formed over the 
tuff flows, these being composed mostly of weathered 
tuffs and granodiorite. Interbedded with the valley 
alluvium are occasional eolian sand deposits as seen along 
the southern flanks of Fort Sage Mountain.
WHOLE ROCK, NORMATIVE CALCUATIONS, AND 
CRYSTALLIZATION BEHAVIOR OF THE DRY VALLEY TUFFS
Whole rock chemical analysis was performed on selected 
hand-grab samples of tuffs from Dry Valley. Figure 15 
illustrates the whole rock oxide values with an average 
100.06% for the sum total of all oxides and loss of 
ignition. C.I.P.W. norms were calculated for these normal­
ized oxide values and appear in Figure 16. Whole rock 
analysis of various oxide values present within the tuffs 
showed that the major constituent elements were not 
different in character from previous studies in the 
Washoe County area (Bonham 1969, Hutton 1978).
A crystallization index diagram of the major Tertiary 
tuffs of the area substantiates the conclusion that not 
all of the tuffs have a common parent magma source.
Figure 17 represents the theoretical crystallization 
that occurs during magmatic differentiation. Here, the 
crystallization index is expressed in terms of a simple 
anorthite-diopside-forsterite system. Thus, as magmatic 
differentiation increases, there is a corresponding de­
crease within the primitive system of available chemical 
constituents. As previously defined, the crystallization
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ELEMENTS) TD-2 TD-3 TC-1
S i 0 2 74.4 69.6 79.0
A12°3 12.6 13.2 10.7
Fe2°3 1 .57 2 . 9 0.92
CaO 0.78 0.99 0.29
MgO 0.22 0.33 0.083
k2o 4.3 4.18 4.24
Na20 4.34 3 .22 3.41
Ti02 0.034 0.035 0.022
MnO 0.009 0.041 0.01
P2O5 0.003 0.002 0.005
L.O. I . 2.03 5.8 0.87
TOTAL 100.29 100.3 99.6
FIGURE 15: Whole rock analysis for: TD-2 tuff of Dogskin 
Mountain at the Independence Prospect, Dry 
Valley; TD-3 tuff of Dogskin Mountain from western flanks 
of Dogskin Mountain; TC-1 tuff of Chimney Springs from Dry 
Valley, Washoe County, Nevada. Whole rock analysis per­




Quart z 31.07 31.81 42.22
Corundum - 1.58 -
Orthoclase 25.41 24.70 25.10
Albite 36.72 27.24 28.85
Anorthite 2.20 4.90 1.37
Hypersthene - 1.83 0.21
Wollastonite 0.05 - -
Diopside 1.18 - -
Magnetite 0.04 2.23 -
Hematite 1.51 - 0.92
Ilmenite 0.06 0.07 0.02
Sphene - - 0.03
Apatite 0.07 0.01 0.01
TOTAL 98.31 94.37 98.73
FIGURE 16: C.I.P.W. norms expressed as weight percents 
from normalized oxide values.
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F i gure  17 C r y s t a l l i z a t i o n  Index d i a g r a m  m o d i f i e d  f rom  
Hut t on  1778, ^  t u f f  of C h i m n e y  Springs,  A  N i n e  Hi l l  Tuff ,  
|  t u f f  of D o g s k i n  Mount a i n ,  O  M c K i s s i c k  Spr i ngs  G r o u p
index is the sum total of the weight percents of normative 
anorthite, normative enstatite, and normative forsterite, 
to which has been added, for this calculation, magnesian 
spinel. Lower crystallization index values are repre­
sentative of an increase in crystallization for a given 
idealized magma chamber at depth. If all of the cooling 
units within the Dry Valley area were from a single parent 
source, the oldest tuff (first erupted) could be expected 
to have the highest crystallization index and exhibit 
the least developed suite of ferro-magnesian rock forming 
minerals, i.e., biotite, hornblende. The latest erupted 
tuff would then be expected to have the lowest crystal­
lization index and possess the best developed suite of 
ferro-magnesian rock forming minerals. However, appar­
ently by looking at Figure 17, this is not the case.
The tuff of Dogskin Mountain has a consistently higher 
crystallization index value than does the tuff of the 
McKissick Springs and also contains more biotite. In 
addition, the tuff of Chimney Springs, which is younger 
than the tuffs of the McKissick Springs Group, has a 
crystallization index value which is greater than that of 
the McKissick Springs Group, but exhibits less biotite 
and hornblende. Clearly, these major tuff units exhibit 
inconsistencies from which one can conclude that they did 






Uranium concentrates in late-stage differentiates 
and residual fluids such that it is found in: 1) late- 
stage differentiated granitics or alkalic volcanics,
2) acidic or alkalic volcanics, and 3) hydrothermal veins 
(DeVoto 1978). During magmatic differentiation, the 
valence number of (+4) and the large atomic radius (0.97A), 
along with low average crustal abundance, about 2ppm, 
causes uranium to neither precipitate as a distinct mineral 
nor to greatly substitute consistently isomorphously in 
common rock-forming minerals (DeVoto 1978). In igneous 
rocks, the uranium content increases with degree of dif­
ferentiation and, thus, volcanic equivalents are 1.5 to 2 
times greater in uranium concentration than equivalent 
composition granitic rocks. However, molecular ionic 
disseminations or even occasional uraninite inclusions 
have been observed in rock forming minerals to some degree; 
pyroxene average range 0.01-5ppm, hornblende average 
range 0.2-18ppm, and muscovite average range 1.0-8ppm 
(DeVoto 1978, pp. 54-55). Uranium has also been noted 
to isomorphically substitute to some degree in crystal 
lattice structures of monzonite (500-3000ppm), allanite 
(30-1000ppm), zircon (100-6000ppm), and xenotine (300- 
35,000ppm) (DeVoto 1978, p. 55). This tendency to asso­
ciate with accessory minerals is somewhat inhibited by 
volcanic enrichment of fluorine and the subsequent
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formation of uranyl-fluorine substances.
Most uranium associated with tuffs has been observed 
trapped within the freshly erupted undevitrified volcanic 
glass. Relatively small amounts of uranium may be lost 
through volatile venting associated with vapor phase 
alteration. Some of this gaseous uranium probably con­
denses along the margins of trapped gas bubbles and this 
is electrostatically bonded to the interiors. However, 
this amount is insignificant relative to the 5-15ppm 
originally associated with the volcanic glass (Hutton 
1978).
It now appears that two major chemical alteration 
affects are responsible for the release of uranium from 
the volcanic glass. As a result of high porosity, large 
particle size, and an innate instability at the earth's 
surface, volcanic glass will readily undergo both hydra­
tion and devitrification. Hydration occurs when the 
addition of water, during the cooling of ash-flow tuffs, 
causes a leaching and, thus, an ion exchange affect of 
various cation complexes within the volcanic glass.
Losses in Na^O and volatiles have been noted in volcanic 
glass which has undergone hydration. Devitrification, 
apparently the major factor involved with the release 
of uranium from volcanic glass, is the chemical process 
by which glassy volcanic rocks breakdown to form dis­
tinct minerals, a kind of solid state transformation of 
volcanic glass into a crystalline material. Rosholt
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(1971) concluded that the uranium content of glassy tuff 
is 20 to 70 percent greater than that of devitrified 
tuffs.
Devitrification and hydration apparently oxidize 
uranium within the glassy tuffs and allow leach solutions
+ 2to flush out uranium as a soluble UO^ radical, Weather­
ing affects cause uranium to form soluble uranyl dicar­
bonates [U02 (C03)̂ ] whose concentration depends upon 
temperature, precipitation, time, and topography.
Chemical criteria which affect leachability also 
include pH, with a pH of 5-8 seemingly being more effec­
tive, along with Eh values which range from +200 to +600 
millivolts (DeVoto 1978). The mobilization of these 
now oxidized urany 1-carbonates (u"*"̂ ) may now be accom­
plished by surface waters or ground waters.
The precipitation and accumulation of uranium involves 
a chemical reduction of U+  ̂ to U+ ,̂ along with a corres­
ponding decrease in Eh values. A decrease in Eh may be 
brought about by oxidized ground waters moving into a
reducing host rock. Concurrent decreases in pH which
- 2  - 2result from reduced CO^ or S0^ levels might be explained 
by mixing of ground waters or reactions involving the host 
rock and ground waters.
As oxidized ground waters move into reducing host
rocks, precipitates of uraninite and coffinite may form
interstitially, usually very near or at the oxidization-
-2reduction interface. H2S generated from S0^ by
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anaerobic bacteria and pyrite reduction are also possible 
side reactions caused by oxidation-reduction interface 
reactions. Host rock environments which are favorable 
for reduction-precipitation are: humate-rich pyritifer- 
ous , carbonaceous, reduced sandstone, some low-rank coals 
which might be associated with unconformities or aquifer 
sandstones, and even sulfide bearing veins which might 
be found beneath unconformities (DeVoto 1978). Permeable 
clastic host rocks, in which a majority of uranium deposits 
are found, most likely form deposits which are tabularly 
concave, possess "C-shaped" profile configurations imme­
diately within the reduced environment and exhibit uranium 
concentrations which usually vary from 0.01 to 1.0 percent
W
After being released from volcanic tuffs, the uranium 
percolates along permeable zones within the lower more 
densely welded zones or beneath the welded zone through 
the brecciated basal portion, or along paleosoil profiles 
between adjacent tuff units. Volcanic sediments which 
form between eruptions act as conduits and/or traps if 
enough carbonaceous material has accumulated. Sand grain 
sized volcanic sediments sampled from the western slopes 
of Dogskin Mountain yielded 28ppm eU^Og (fluorimetric 
method) (Figures 18 and 19), relative to surrounding 
devitrified tuffs which yielded l-3ppm eU^Og (fluori-
metric method).
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FIGURE 18: Limonite-cement encrusted volcanoclastic 
sediments in paleostream channel on the 
western flank of Dogskin Mountain. This channel exists 
along the contact between the underlying tuff of Dogskin 
Mountain and the overlying Nine Hill tuff, dead-center 
of section 17, T. 24 N., R. 19 E.
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Uranium radicals may remain suspended indefinitely
+ 2unless adequate traps are encountered and UC>2 may even
leave the source area entirely. However, not all uranium
+ 2complexes are as soluble as U02 . Uranium does form stable 
minerals, either disseminated throughout the tuff, or as 
fracture coatings and open space fillings. Commonly, autu- 
nite (phosphate), carnotite (vanadate), coffinite (sillicate) , 
rutherfordine (carbonate), and torbenite (phosphate) are 
found as fracture fillings in ash-flow tuff host rocks through­
out Nevada (Garside 1973).
KNOWN URANIUM OCCURRENCES IN DRY VALLEY 
The only known uranium occurrence, where economically 
minable values (1980) were found, is in the Independence 
Prospect located along the northern flank of Seven Lakes 
Mountain (Sec. 15, 16, 17, T. 24 N., R. 18 E.) (Plate 1).
Here, scintillometer counts as high as 9.5 k c.p.s. were 
observed in lenticular carbonaceous beds (scintillometer;
Mt. Sopris model SC-132). However, because of intermittent 
mineralization and steeply dipping ore horizons, present 
mining costs prohibit a money-making venture. It should 
also be noted that prospect pits and another adit are located 
dead-center of Sec. 17, T. 24 N., R. 19 E., these being most 
likely dug in search of uranium. The adit appears to have 
been driven along a fracture which belongs to the imbricate 
fault system on the west side of Dogskin Mountain. There, 
the most anomalous radiation reading came from a limonite- 
cemented volcanoclastic sediment (Figures 18 and 19).
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Uranium concentration values for the Independence 








PJH-316 (Holmes 1972) 28 30%
PJH-317 (Holmes 1972) 44 90%
PJH-318 (Holmes 1972) 24 95%
PJH-320 (Holmes 1972) 2600 100%
PJH-325 (Holmes 1972) 66 2%
TABLE 1: Represents various amounts of uranium contents
and organic debris from the carbonaceous lenses of the 
Independence Propsect in Dry Valley, Washoe County, Nevada. 
Uranium analysis via fluorimetric methods.
The various uranium values obtained, 20ppm (0.002%) 
to 5800 (0.58%), could make this prospect seem to have 
economic potential. However, with the use of present tech­
nology, the 1982 economic cutoff grade for naturally occurring 
uranium concentrate is 0.2% U~0 . Clearly, the uranium•J o
mineralization seems to be associated with the carbonaceous 
lenses, however, samples 317, 318, and 316 illustrate that 
not all carbon-aceous lenses within the horizon are highly 
mineralized. Both Holmes (1972) and myself, therefore, con­
clude that there is a weak correlation between the percent 
volume for organic debris and the amount of uranium mineral­
ization seen at the Independence Prospect, although elsewhere 
organic debris is considered a major reductant and, thus, a 
major precipitator of uranium complexes. The host rock 
which contains the uranium deposit is the sole of the Pyramid 
Foundation which was emplaced along an erosional unconformity
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developed on the underlying tuff of Dogskin Mountain.
ALTERATION HALO
In the NW 1/4 corner of section 3, T. 24 N., R. 18 E., 
is a roughly circular argillic alteration halo approximately 
1600 feet (487 meters) in diameter. The altered host rock 
is the Nine Hill tuff which is in fault contact with un­
altered metasediments of the Peavine Sequence. Running to the 
west of the orange red-brown alteration halo, along the 
fault contact, are several chalcedony outcrops which cover an 
area of about 80 square feet (6.8 square meters). Fire assay 
of one of the two outcrops yielded 0.01 oz/ton gold and 0.1 
oz/ton silver, while another outcrop produced values of 
0.1 oz/ton silver and only trace amounts of gold.
The argillic alteration, which is best exposed along 
the adit and shaft walls located within the halo, is seen 
as concentric fracture fillings of light beige flakey clay 
(Figure 20) within the upper devitrified zone of the Nine 
Hill tuff, which is badly leached and oxidized throughout 
the alteration halo.
X-ray analysis of the alteration clays reveals a 
potassium-aluminum silicate structure, apparently sericite, 
which may have formed from hydrothermal alteration of 
andesine feldspars. The sericite alteration appears to 
be surficial, as seen by the lack of any strong alteration 
when traveling through the horizontal adit. The alteration 
halo also seems to lack a well-developed zone of kaolini- 
zation and is only silicified where the two chalcedony
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FIGURE 20: Argillic alteration of the Nine Hill tuff as 
seen within the shaft wall located within the 
large circular alteration halo in Dry Valley. Sericitic 
alteration appears to be greatest in the center of the halo, 
while the clay-filled fractures and bleached rock seen above 
are observed near the edge of the halo.
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outcrops are seen.
Radiation counts measured slightly above normal, 
about 250 c.p.s., relative to a normal background of about 
150 c.p.s. Uranium analysis of the fracture-filling 
clays yields 2ppm (eU^Og fluorimetric methods), while 
the uranium content of the host rock, the Nine Hill tuff, 
reveals only lppm (eU 0 fluorimetric methods).J  O
Throughout the Nine Hill tuff and the alluvial sedi­
ments to the west of the alteration halo, numerous small 
alteration patches and sinter deposits are found (NE 
1/4, section 4, T. 24 N., R. 18 E.).
Here it is interesting to note that on several occasions 
small (0.75 inches, 1.9 cm) brown-black magnetite nodules 
were found to concentrate at the surface. These nodules 
contrast more sharply with the bleached beige sinter 
zones than the surrounding darker soil developed on the 
tuffs, thus giving the initial impression that these 
nodules were somehow alteration minerals. However, upon 
reexamination, it appears that these magnetite nodules are 
related to the unaltered tuffs and are actually an acces­
sory mineral normally found throughout soils developed 
on rhyolite tuffs. Local weakly developed magnetite 
skarns have been described (Bonham and Papke 1969) along 
the northern Fort Sage Mountain granodiorite-metasediment 
contract. Consequently, I initially thought that these 
magnetite nodules were very poorly developed skarns similar 
in occurrence to those previously described.
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SUMMARY
This thesis has continued work initiated by Holmes
(1972) and Hutton (1978). Cooling units originally 
designated as the Hartford Hill rhyolite have been mapped 
as distinct formations. These formations are, from oldest 
to youngest, McKissick Springs Group, cooling unit D; 
the tuff of Dogskin Mountain; the tuff of Jackass Springs; 
the Nine Hill tuff; the tuff of Chimney Springs; the 
Pyramid Formation and its basal basalt member; and the 
Chloropagus Formation. I have described the chemistry, 
mineralogy, and structure of the tuffs in detail.
The tuffs of Dry Valley have been shown to have 
differentiated from at least two different magma systems, 
if not more. Several million years elapsed between each 
eruption, enough time for ravines and stream channels 
to develop on the erosional plain which controlled sub­
sequent emplacement of younger tuffs.
Strike-slip movement along the Walker Lane system 
aided in the formation of topographic lows and highs 
which preceded the first ignimbrite flows and created 
preferentially weakened sites for subsequent Miocene 
Basin and Range faulting.
Sediments and carbonaceous horizons formed hosts 
for small local secondary uranium deposits which occur 
between various tuff flows. Hydration and devitrification 
of glass fragments in the tuff units released uranium 
into ground waters from which these poorly developed
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stratigraphic traps precipitated their mineralization. 
However, no minable uranium concentrations have been dis­
covered in Dry Valley.
Hydrothermal alteration of some of the tuff horizons 
is present. However, there are no minable concentrations 
of gold or silver present. Possible uraniferous horizons 
might well exist in the structurally lower Truckee For­
mation, particularly if there are carbonaceous sandy- 
to-conglomeratic facies present in the basal portions.
Only more detailed mapping of the tilted horsts and grabens 
of the Basin and Range Province adjacent to the Sierran 
batholith will identify possible stratigraphic traps 





ASH-FLOW TUFF: A volcanic rock unit term which applies to 
rock units which were erupted into position as a mixture 
of violently boiling gases and ash-sized particles (usually 
4mm diameter or smaller) of volcanic glass, phenocrysts 
and lithic fragments along with some pumice fragments.
These pyroclastic flows are turbulently rafted into posi­
tion upon a cushion of superheated gases venting as the 
whole mass is emplaced as incandescent clouds in a fluid- 
viscous state. Phenocrysts mostly consist of alkali 
feldspars, usually sanidine, quartz and plagioclase, 
usually andesine, all intermingled with the glass particle 
matrix which may melt together or bend around individual 
phenocrysts. Syn. ignimbrite.
COOLING UNIT: An individual, mappable rock unit which 
formed from one or more ignimbrite flows which experienced 
a consistent and continuous cooling history throughout its 
areal extent. A simple cooling unit is one where an 
uninterrupted cooling history occurred. Here, consistent 
zonations were allowed to develop, i.e., non-welded zones 
and densely welded zones. A compound cooling unit is one 
where a departure from consistent or expected zonation 
occurs resulting from geologic intervals which were too 
great to readjust to as a simple cooling unit.
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WELDING: A post-emp1acement change whereby viscous glass
particles melt together to form the matrix of an ash-flow. 
The degree of welding may range from simply touching 
adjacent particles at one or more points to being flattened 
so as to be melted together face-to-face. Weakly welded 
zones exhibit pumice compaction, however, have no great 
amounts of groundmass deformation. Strongly welded zones 
will show pumice fragment compaction and a high degree of 
glass particle deformation such as bending and extremely 
pervasive welding.
DEVITRIFICATION: A post-emp1acement process whereby the
volcanic glass matrix crystallized by a pseudo solid-state 
transformation to cristobalite and some alkali feldspars, 
usually sanidine. Weakly devitrified units exhibit alter­
ation of the groundmass alone. Moderately to strongly 
devitrified units illustrate crystallization of the ground- 
mass as well as the pumice fragments and shards. Strongly 
devitrified units usually have axiolitic and spherulitic 
intergrowths radiating from or around pumice fragments or 
phenocryst s.
SECONDARY DEVITRIFICATION: A post-cooling diagenetic 
effect where migrating ground waters moving through perm­
eable zones alter the ash-flow units to zeolites or clays. 
Limonite is an often seen accessory mineralization.
VAPOR PHASE ALTERATION: Alteration resulting in primary
devitrification. The agent is venting gases which occur 
mostly in non-welded to very weakly welded zones. This 
process usually produces coarser grained crystals than 
primary devitrification. This venting action often pro­
duces sillars which are non-welded units that have exper­













Hand sample from east wall of western portal, 
carbonaceous debris about 5" diameter, Inde­
pendence Prospect, Washoe County, Nevada.
Grab sample from ceiling of western portal, 
about 3' long, possible carbonized trunk, In­
dependence Prospect, Washoe County, Nevada.
Channel sample of carbonaceous zone (72") at 
west end of Independence Prospect. Zone 
contains about 30% organic debris (by volume) 
in a green iron-stained ash-flow tuff (Holmes, 
1972; p. 61).
Channel sample of carbonaceous zone (8") 500' 
along strike of ash-flow from sample no. 316. 
Zone is nearly pure (90%) carbonized organic 
material. Independence Prospect (Holmes,
1972 ; p. 61) .
Channel sample across thick, carbonized log 
(10") approximately 300' along strike from 
sample no. 316. Independence Prospect (Hol­
mes , 1972 ; p . 61) .
Sample from west end of Independence Prospect, 
same location as no. 316. Select sampling of 
carbonaceous debris without matrix tuff 
(Holmes, 1972; p. 61).
Hand sample of tuff from carbonaceous zone. 
Contains 1-2% carbonized organic debris.
From below no. 318. Independence Prospect 
(Holmes, 1972; p. 61).
All uranium analysis were by fluorimetric methods for 
el^Og. All PJH samples were analyzed by Skyline Labs, 
Inc. of Denver, Colorado. All RFS samples were analyzed 
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